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Abstmct. A simple methodology for the design and the verification of finite-state concurrent 
programs is proposed and illustrated by a short example. In most cases, this methodology is Iikely 
to he more systematic than the technique of stepwise refinement, and more efficient than the 
fixpoint-based method. 
1. introduction 
The concept of invariant is the most adequate tool for the formal design of 
programs. An invariant is a relation between the variables and the control points 
of the program, which is respected by every statement of the program. If an invariant 
is true at the initial state of a computation, then it remains true throughout the 
computation. Invariants can be represented by first-order logic formulas. 
The usefulness of the notion of invariant relies on two properties. First, it is 
usually easy to check whether some formula is an invariant of a given program, 
since it is sufficient to consider each program statement in isolation. Second, many 
interesting properties of programs are invariance properties, that is, they are logical 
consequences of an adequate invariant. 
It is therefore convenient, from the design point of view, to consider a program 
only in asssociation with an invariant of it [ 17, 261. This association is a principle 
of programming methodology. The problem is that the correspondence between 
programs and invariants is not a trivial one. Let us now recall informally two 
approaches for establishing this correspondence, i.e., the sfepwise repnemenf m&rod 
and the Jixpoint-based method. Several variants of these methods exist, but, in both 
cases, only one variant will be considered here. 
1.L The stepwise refinement method 
Both programs and invariants can be big objects; as a consequence, they are often 
designed in several steps. In the “top-down*’ approach the steps are rejnements, 
that is, roughly speaking, the replacement of an abstract statement of a program by 
some block of statements, more oriented towards an implementation. The block has 
* Supported in part by the ESPRIT project ATES. 
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to satisfy some constraints, in such a way that the replacement does not endanger 
the global specification of the whole program; the adaptation of the invariant reflects 
the satisfaction of the constraints. No formal definition of the concept of refinement 
is given now, but an elementary example provides sufficient insight into this notion. 
The triple 
(x = x0) s (I= x0!}, 
where x0 denotes a natural number, can be viewed as the specification of a program 
S (x and J are program variables). Here is a sequence of programs correct with 
respect o this specification; every program (but the last one) is more abstract han 
its successor. 
so f:=x!, ::= 
s, ::= 
s2 ::= 
s, l *- ..- 
y:=l;{x=x, A y=l) 
(y,x):=(x!,O);(x=O A y=x()!} 
I:= Y, 
y:=l;{x=xo A v=l} 
whilex>ado(O<x<x, A y*x!=x,!) 
(y,x):=(y*xVx-I); 
{x=0 A y=xo!) 
P= Y, 
y:=l;(x=xO h y=l} 
whilex>Odo(O<x~x, A y*x!=x,!} 
y:=J’*X;(o<X~x, A y*(X-l)!=Xo!) 
X :=x-l; 
(X=0 A y=X,!) 
f :=y. 
Comment. As usual in structured sequential programming, control points are 
implicit. In paraM programming, however, it appears that explicit labelling an be 
convenient [32,35]. With self-explanatory notation, the last element (S,,S f,) af 9~ 
sequence can be denoted: 
s3 ::= ((k;, y := 1, I,), 
(l,,x>O+y:=y * & lz), 
(1 *,x:=x-l, I,), 
(l,,x=bf +y, k)}, 
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13 ::= (at& * 
(atl, * 
(at12 * 
(atI, * 
It is common jx3rt.Ece to leave implicit the label rule, which asserts that the control 
of the execution is at one place at 3 time. With the usual convention true = 1 and 
farSe = 0, this rule can here be formalized into the formula: 
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x=x*) A 
[O~...C..(J A y*x!=x,!]) A 
wx-, A y*(x-l)!=x,!]) A 
[X=0 A f=y=Xo!]); 
A refinement implies a local -k ;I..tnge in the program and a local change in the 
invariant; these changes can be trivial (step from S, to SJ for instance), or involve 
a less evident algorithmic idea (step from S, to SZ). 
The concept of stepwise refinement is especially useful for parallel programming; 
most of the proofs reported in the literature make use of it, in one way or another 
(see, e.g., [I, 7, 8, 19, 321). 
A user of the stepwise refinement method is faced with a double problem. First, 
it is not evident to know what kind of refinement should be attempted; it can be 
useful to introduce a new variable to record a temporary result, or to replace a 
shared variable by a set of private variables, or to replace a synchronous communica- 
tion by an asynchronous one, and so on. Second, even if some modification is 
definitely attractive, it has to be validated. In both cases, creativity is needed. 
In this paper, the only validation tool is the invariant (as a consequence, only 
invariance properties will be investigated in 3 formal way). A refined version of 3 
correct system will be considered as correct only if the old invariant can be refined 
into a new one, strong enough for establishing the specified invariance properties. 
More often than not, the refinement of the invariant is performed without specific 
method. However, it is possible to formalize the constraints about the refined 
invariant and then to discover it (if it exists) in 3 rather systematic way 124, 251. 
The problem is that the technique is nondeterministic; furthermore, it is not easily 
amenable to automation. Another approach allows to avoid the need to discover a 
new invariant; in fact, the invariant itself is not needed: it is sufficient o establish 
its existence. This technique seems to be restricted to particular cases, but interesting 
partial results have been obtained [ZO, 36, 371. The concl~ion is alfgt the stepwizp 
refinement method is rather demanding from .Ae creativity point of view- 
I .2. 78e jkpoir+based method 
if a system Sp and the initial condition Co are given, let P be the set of states 
that can be reached in less than n execution steps (F’ is the set of states satisfying 
the initial condition Co). The limit of the sequence (F’, F*, . l . ) is tfie set of ~~tdwb~e 
states, that is, the states which belong to at least one computation whose initial state 
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satisfies Co. The problem is that, although each term F” of the sequence can be 
effectively computed, the limit U,: , F” usually cannot; it has to be “guessed’” 
before it can be validated. 
As a simple illustration, let us compute the set of reachable states for the system 
Y3 introduced above, with the initial condition (UI I[, A x = _rO). It is assumed that _rO 
is a natural number. As usual, sets of system states are described by assertions. 
F_: = (d,, A x=x0), 
F; = (at I,, A x == x0) v (or 1, A x = x,, A y = I), 
F; = (ad,, A X=X0) V (d, A X=X0 A l’=l) V . 
(Ufl, A V=X= _ X&d)) v (Ufl, A X=X,,=0 A f=,= I). I 
One can prove by induction that the general term of the sequence is given by 
6,” ’ ’ = (Of I,, a .I = X0) A 
(ur I, a [x0- . ..<fJ A ~~X~.X~ A _l.*X!=...,!]) A 
(ur 12 --I [&j--v <#I A ik...~...,, A ~*(X-~)!=.Xp!~) A 
(url, * [.x&n A x=0 A f=,‘=x,,!]), _ 
VT = (Uf I5 2 X=X0) A 
(at I, * [.&,-x < tl A &=_-r~X,, A V*X!=_..,,!]) A _ 
(urI, a [Lx*- X<li A o<...~Xo A V*(X-1)!=.&!]) A . 
(Utl, a [_..,,-=?I A X=0 A f = V=.Xo!]). _ 
The limit of this sequence is clearly f2. (More formally, the invariant I3 is equivalent 
to the formula 3n FT.) 
When the set of reachable states is known, it is easy to decide whether some 
assertion is an invariance property of 9 or not: the answer is yes if and only if all 
reachable states satisfy the assertion. In fact, the assertion corresponding to the set 
of reachable states is the strongest inuuriunf of the system, that is, it implies all the 
invariants and invariance properties of the system. 
The method is called the fixpoint-tmed method because the strongest invariant 
is the strongest solution of the fixpoint equation X = F(X), where F is an adequate 
predicate transformer associated with the system and the initial condition. 
In spite of its generality, the fixpoint-based method seems to be applied in practice 
only for the design and the verification of finite-state systems; in this case, indeed, 
the approximation sequence is stationary and the limit can be effectivFC\, G 
(and not guessed, as in the case of the examiie above). Evea Jn t&e Snite-stitcl casei 
the fixpoint-based method is not very popular, first because the amount ofcomputa- 
tion can be huge (although speeding-up techniques exist) and, second, because it 
does not provide much insight into the program under development and/or 
verification. Nevertheless, its generality renders this method attractive for 
inrplement;ition as an automatic programming system or as an automatic verification 
system. 
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1.3. Towards a hybrid method 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a design methodology 
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for finite-state 
parallel programs, by merging the fixpoint-based method and the stepwise refinement 
method. The hybrid method should retain the advantages of its parents: the fixpoint- 
based method is complete, the stepwise refinement method is reasonably efficient 
and gives insight into the system under development. 
This paper goes on as follows. The formal tools needed to specify parallel systems 
and prove their correctness are introduced in Section 2. The hybrid method is 
presented in Section 3; the special case of sequential refinement is introduced in 
Section 4 and Section 5 is devoted to an example. Comparison with related work 
is done in Section 6. 
2. Formal tools 
In this section, the formal tools needed to introduce the design and verification 
methodology are briefly presented. These tools are a simple programming notation, 
called FCS, and variants of Hoare’s logic and Dijkstra’s programming calculus 
adapted for FCS. The characterization of the strongest invariant of a program written 
in this language is also given. Results are stated without proof. 
2.1. Formal concurrent systems 
Transition systems are generally found adequate to represent concurrent programs 
[S, 30, 461, and their semantics is clear and well-known. The language used here 
will be the formalism of transition systems, as studied in [45], except that labels, 
or control points, will be allowed; as usual, assignments are used to specify the 
relations associated with the transitions. 
A formal concurrent system, or an FCS, is a triple Sp = (9, 4, iT) where 9 is a set 
of (formal) processes, Ju is a memory and 9 is a set of transitions. A process is a 
set of labels, or control points (processes are pairwise disjoint) and the memory is 
a set of (typed) variables. A control state associates with each process a label of 
this process; a partia! control state associates a label with some process(es) of the 
system. A memory state associates with each variable a value of the appropriate 
type. A system state, or simply a state, is a couple (control state, memory state). 
The set of system states is denoted c,f = A, x & (the indt=- 9’ is omitted when this 
induces no confusion). A system is $R~~E--*s:P if _r is a tin& set. 
A transition 7 is an expression like (L, C + Aa M). The ori$fl (or entry point) L 
and the extremity (or exit point) M are partial control states defined on a common 
domain type( 7) c 9; the elements of type(?) are the processes involved in the 
transition. The guard C is a formula interpreted on the set C of memory states and 
the assignment A is interpreted as a binary relation a on the same set 2. The 
transition (t, C + A, M) will sometimes be noted (L-, M), when there is no risk 
of confusion. 
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Comment. The assignment A is dererminisfic f, for each state a, there exists at most 
one state p such that (u, p) E u (that is, a is a function). The assignment A is 
/bjlwe-j+ee if, for each state a, there exists at least one state p such that (u, p) E u. 
.&signments are usually deterministic but, as nondeterministic assignments happen 
to be useful, we do not exclude them. On the contrary, we suppose that risks of 
failure are excluded by a guard associated with the assignment. If A may fail when 
executed in some state a; then A will only appear in transitions whose guards are 
not satisfied by state u. 
Transitions specify modifications of the system state. The execution of the transi- 
tion P is possible in a state s = (N, a) only if L(P) = N(P) for each process P 
involved in T and if C(u) is true. The execution of 7 leads to a state s’ = ( N’, u’) 
where N’(P) is M(P) if P is involved in 7 and N(P) otherwise; furthermore, 
(u, u’) E u, where a is the state relation associated with the assignment A. The 
condition cond(7) is defined to be true for a state s E r when the execution of 7 is 
possible in the state s. The state s’ is a +successor of the state s; a state has a 
r-successor if and only if it satisfies the formula cond(r). The semantics of a 
transition r is the set 
rel(7) 9 ((x, y) : _v is the +successor of x). 
The semantics of the whole system 9 is the set tel( 3) gc U,, Zf re/( 7). 
A conrpufufion of the system 9 is a sequence (so, sI , . . . ) of the system states, 
such that s n+l is an %-successor of s,, for all n, that is, if (s”, s,+,)E rel(9) for all 
n. A computation may be finite, but only if the last state is a terminal stare, that is, 
has no 9’.successor. 
The formalism of formal concurrent systems can be viewed as a lexical version 
of the classical (and graphical) formalism of flowcharts, slightly generalized. The 
generalization is the possibility to represent actions involving more than one process. 
We have already seen an FCS version of the classical iterative program for 
computing the factorial of a natural number. As a further example, let us now 
consider the representation i  FCS of a simple concurrent algorithm (it is a variant 
of the algorithm presented in CSP in [lg]). 
Variables are x and y (integers), and S and T (sets of integers). Informally 
speaking, the small elements are transferred to S and the large elements are 
transferred to T, while maintaining the size of the sets: 
and R = h, m2, m3, m4, md. 
where rype( S) = rype( T) = set ofint 
and type(x) = type(y) = int. 
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T= ((I,, mar(S) f x+x:= mux(S), I,), 
mh,Y:=x,l*m*), 
(12, s:= S\bL 4). 
(m2, T:= Tu (~1, md, 
(15, s:= su w, lo), 
The initial conditions are formalized into the following assertion: 
S&S h x=+00 I\ SonTo= h 
atlo A am, A S=S, A T=T,. 
The corresponding final conditions are formalized into 
SU T=S,+T, I\ less(S,T) I\ 
PI = lsol * ITI = I TOI, 
where the predicate less(A, ii) means that every member of A is less than every 
member of B. 
Place predicates, like “at r,“, are introduced, with their usual meaning; an 
expression like “al 13m,*’ is used for (af I3 A ut m,). With this notation, a transition 
(L, C -, S, M) can be executed only in a state satisfying the formula (at L A C); after 
the execution, at M is true. Otherwise, labelled transitions behave like usual transi- 
tions 1453. 
If A is a formula and if at L is a place predicate, the formula A[ at L] is obtained 
by “making at L true in A”‘.’ Here is an example about the system introduced above. 
A def [(ut15 v utm,) * x=y] I\ 
[at lam, 3 Su T = S,-,u To], 
A[utmJ = [(at l5 w false) + x yl A 
[at&, _ Sv T=S,,v To] 
= (at& a x=y) h (atlo =+ SuT=SouTo). 
‘ More precisely, if L = I, . . . “, I whereI,EP ,,..., 1” E P,, then A[ut tj is obtained from A as follows. 
Each place predicate at I occurring in A is replaced by true if there exists an i such that 1 = liv by false 
if there exists an i such that IE Pi\(&), by ut 1 (no change) otherwise. 
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Comment. Formula A is an invariance property of the system. 
2.2. Fixpoints in powerset algebras 
The notion of strongest invariant is best explained within the fixpokt theory, 
which is briefly recalled here. Let S be any set. The set 2’ of subsets of S is partially 
ordered by the relation c. The minimum is B and the maximum is S. If % is a subset 
of 2”, that is, a family of subsets of S, it admits the least upper bound U ( %) and 
the greatest lower bound n (%). Let Ao, A,, . . . be subsets of S; the sequence 
a=(A,,,A,,... ) is increasing if A,, c A, + I, for all n E ; it is decreasing if A, + I c A,, 
for all n EN. The sequence a is monotonic if it is increasing or decreasing; it is 
stationary if there exists PEN such that Ap.rn - A,, for all n. If S is finite, then all 
monotonic sequences in the powerset 2” are stationary. Let F be a mapping from 
7’ into itself. The mapping F is u-continuous if, for each increasing sequence a, & 
the identity 
= u f-(&l 
nc N 
is satisfied. Similarly, the mapping F is n-continuous if, for each decreasing sequence 
a, the identity 
F = f-l FM,) 
nrhi 
is satisfied. 
The fixpoint equation 
X=F(X) 
has interesting properties when F is u-continuous. First, the set of solutions is 
nonempty; second, it has a least element, called the leastfixpoint of F, which is the 
limit 
UU=)= U F”(8), (1) 
neN 
of the increasing sequence (F”(H): n E W), where F” is the identity mapping and 
where F”‘l - F 0 F”, for all n E N. (Dual results exist for n-continuity.) 
2.3. Hoare logic and programming calculus 
The formal reasoning tools for FCS are adapted from classical Hoare logic and 
from the liberal version of Dijlcstra’s programming calculus [ 16,17,27]. Let 9 = 
(9, &,9) be a formal concurrent system and let ( f,, C -* A, M) be a transition of 
this system. The rule 
{P)(L,C+A,h++l)(Q} de’ Mat L-1 A (3 A {Qbt Ml), w 
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where P and Q are assertions on the set 2’:1, reduces Hoare’s logic for FCS to- 
classical Hoare’s logic. As an abbreviation, {A) To {B) is written for A r~ :To {A) T {B), 
where Yt,c 3. The operational meaning of the triple 
is as follows: 
If A is true at a state s, of some computation %’ of the system 9, and 
if s, is not a terminal state, then B is true at the successor state s,,+~. 
It has also a relational meaning: 
[{A) T(B)] @ VtVs[((rk A) II (r,s)~rel(T)) * (si= B)], 
where (s I= A) means that assertion A is true at state s. 
Comment. It is common practice to identify sets of system states with assertions. If
the assertion A represents the set A’, then (s I= A) means (s E A’). However, there 
is a “representation” problem: the assertion VncN A,, where {A,, : n E N) is a count- 
ably infinite set of arbitrary formulas, is not allowed in first-order logic, whereas 
the corresponding set UncN A; is a well-formed set. It is sometimes possible to find 
a formula A(x), where x is a free variable, such that A(n) = A,,, for all n. In this 
case, Vnchl A, can be rewritten as 3n A(n). When the set f of system states is 
infinite, there exist nonrepresentable subsets, since the set of first-order assertions 
is countable, whereas the set 2’. is not. This problem disappears when infinite 
disjunctions are allowed (infinitary logic) and, naturally, when r is finite. 
The liberal version of Dijkstra’ programming calculus can be introduced as follows. 
Let us consider the triple (P) S { 0). If S and Q are fixed, the set pre of formulas 
P such that the triple is true admits the weakest element V pre, which is denoted 
wlp[S; Q] (weakest liberal precondition); similarly, if P and S are fixed, the set 
posf of formulas Q such that the triple is true admits the strongest element /\ post, 
which is denoted slp[ P; S] (strongest liberal postcondition). 
The “I” in trip and wlp stands for “liberal”; this means that termination is not 
guaranteed. In fact, the formulas {P) S (Q), (P+ wlp[S; Q]) and (slp[ P; S]*Q) 
are equivalent. The rules given below reduce the general case to the case where S 
is an assignment: 
wlp[(C + A); 91 dcf (C*wlp[A; Q]), 
slp[P; (C-A)] *ef slp[(P~ C); A], 
wlp[(L, C+A, M); Q] def (af L+w4&ii’+A); Q[atMj]!. 
slp[P; fL, C+4 Mj] def (slp[P[atL];(C+AS]/\arM), 
wlp[ 3; Q] *ST A wlp[r; Q], 
7f 2 
(3) 
slp[ P; 3) *ef v slp[P; r]. 
TC .P 
* A formula A is stronger than a formula f3 if the formula (A+ B) is valid. 
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Let us observe that these relations are not true for the more classical predicate 
transformer WJI; for instance, with Dijkstra’s notation, wp[iC C + A fi; Q] reduces 
to (C A wp[ A; Q]); furthermore, the formula wlp[ S; true] is identically !rue, whereas 
the formula wp[S; true] is true for a state s, if and only if all computations of S 
whose initial state is s, terminate. If S is an assignment which never fails, then 
wp[ S; Q] = wlp[S; Q] for all Q. 
When S is fixed (assignment, ransition or set of transitions), the operators wlp 
and sip are predicate transformers strict0 sensu. They enjoy useful properties; some 
of them are listed below. 
slp 
[ 1 
V Pi ; S = v slp[pi ; S], 
ic E ic E 
The implication can be replaced by an equivalence in the last two formulas if and 
only if S is deterministic, that is, if rel(S) is a function. 
2.4. Strongest in warian ts as fixpoints 
A formula I is an invariant of the system Y’= (9$ AI, 9) if and only if {I) 9 {I} 
holds. Roughly speaking, the invariant method consists in viewing invariance proper- 
ties as logical consequences of an appropriate invariant (initially true). This method 
is sound: if I is an invariant of 9, if I is initially true and if I implies A, then A 
is an invariance property of Sp. 
The invariant method is also complete; if A is an invariance property of the 
system 9 for the initial condition CO, then there exists an invariant I of 9 such 
that (C,+I) and (IaA). As the conjunction of a family of invariants is still an 
invariant, the strongest invariant can be defined and always exists. This strongest 
invariant is denoted sitr[C,,, 91 and all invariants (and invariance properties) L~-E 
logical consequences of it. In practice, however, weaker invalsian*s 8~ @ten 
sufficient, and even preferred, when they are shorter and convey a#% intuitive meaning. 
Let 9 be an FCS and CO be some predicate on the set r’. We would like to 
identify the strongest invariant of the system 9 with respect o the initial condition 
Co, that is, the predicate satisfying the condition given below: 
sin[ CO, Sp] is true at some state s if and only if there exists a computation 
( sO,sl,...)of~suchthatsO~C,,ands,=sforsomen~N. 
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This predicate is the least fixpoint (that is, the strongest solution) of the equation 
X = F[C,, 9’](X), where 
W&W(X) def (Co v slp[X; a), 
for any assertion X. For each initial condition and for each system 9, the mapping 
F[C,, 9’1 is u-continuous (or v-continuous, since the logical formalism is used; in 
this framework, a sequence (A,,) of assertions is increasing if (A, *A,,+,), for all 
n). This is a consequence of the following development, wherein all formulas are 
equivalent: 
E COV V Slp[Ai;S] ( ieE 
E V (Co v Sl’[Ai ; $1) 
iezE 
z V FIG, I]- 
(This property, sometimes called “v-additivity”, is stronger than v-continuity; the 
only requirement is that {Ai : i E E} must be a nonempty set of formulas.) As a 
consequence of this property, the strongest invariant is 
sin[C,, 9]= Lf( F[C,,, 9’1) = V FICo, sP]“(false), (4) 
ndU 
for the assertion false represents the empty set of system states. 
Comment. It is easy to prove by induction that FICo, sP]“(jizlscr) istrue at the system 
state s if and only if there exists a computation (so, sl, . . . ) of 9’ such that so I= Co 
and such that SE {so,. . . , sn-1). 
Comment. There is a representation problem -with the infinitary logic formula 
VnEN F”(jdse). In the case of the factorial problem (Section 1.2), it is solved easily, 
by replacing the formula 
x0=0 v x0=1 v --v x,=n-1 
by the formula 
( X,E hl has been assumed) and then by reducing 3n (x0 < n) to me. 
3. Outline of a metbdobgy 
We propose an incremental design method for finite-state concurrent programs 
or, more exactly, for ordered pairs (system, invariant). This is a hybrid method, 
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since both notions of refinement and of least fixpoint are used. More precisely, each 
step of the &sign is a refinement, and each refinement is validated by some invariant 
of the refined version, that logically implies the specified invariance properties. This 
invariant is obtained by solving a fixpoint equation associated with the refined system. 
3.1. 71re slepwise refinemen paradigm 
In the context of formal concurrent systems, the stepwise refinement method 
consists in repeatedly replacing some transitions of the system at hand by some new 
transitions, until a satisfactory system is obtained. The designer is like a traveler: 
he (or she) must know where he is, where he goes, and what he has to keep with 
him during the travel. More specifically, the designer must know the relevant 
properties of the old version of the system, he must know how to modify this version 
to obtain the new one, and also which properties of the old version have to be 
preserved in the new version (if these properties are not preserved, the new version 
is declared unsatisfactory, and rejected; another refinement can be attempted). 
In this paper, the relevant properties of the old version are formalized into an 
invariant 1. The intended modification is formalized into a set of old transitions and 
a set of new transitions (old transitions are tentatively replaced by new transitions). 
The properties to be preserved are formalized into a re#nement condition E: the 
invariant I of the old version must be true in every state where the refinement 
condition E is true. Mare concisely, the formula ( E 3 I) must still be an invariance 
property of the new version. 
This formalization of the problem is somewhat restrictive, because only invariance 
properties are considered. However, many important properties of concurrent sys- 
tems, including partial correctness and mutual exclusion, are still within the scope 
of the method. 
3.2. Syntactic and semantic refinements 
The effect of a refinement (in fact, of any program transformation) is to transform 
a system 9’ = (9, Jf, 9) with an invariant I into a new system 9” = (9’, .4X’, 9’) with 
a new invariant I’. Obviousiy, it is not reasonable to admit any kind of program 
transformation as a refinement, but it is not easy to decide a priori which transforma- 
tions qualify as refinements. 
In this paper, only two kinds of refinements will be allowed. A s_vntactic refinement 
is used to introduce new objects (processes, variables and control points! :Jut &MS 
not alter the behaviour of old ones. As a result, the transition3 t”,~. R-S 
the invariant of the refined system will be I’= (I A J), where formula J specises the 
behaviour of the new objects. 
A syntactic refinement can be viewed as a sequence of elementary syntactic 
refinements. These elementary transformations are listed below: 
(1) Addition in 9 of a new process P containing a single label I: 9’ = 9 u (P}, 
where P = (I} and J = at 1. 
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(2) Addition of a new label m into an already existing process P: 9’ = (9\{ P}) u 
{Pu{m)) and J=~atm. 
(3) Introduction of a new variable x into the memory: .4l’ = .H u {x) and ./ = A(X). 
In case ( 1 ), at I is always true since process P contains only this control state. In 
case (2), at m is always false since no transition evokes this new control point. In 
case (3), A(x) specifies the initial condition satisfied by x; this condition remains 
true, since no transition evokes the new variable x. In every case, the invariant of 
the refined version is obtained by strengthening the invariant of the initial system. 
The second kind of refinement is the semantic retlfrrement. Such a transformation 
introduces no new object (W= 9 and .N= ..N), but transitions may be modified 
and/or added. More formally, a semantic refinement for (9, I) is a tuple R = 
(0, JV, E, I’) where 0 c 9 is a set of transitions to be replaced by a set N of new 
transitions. The formula E is the re$nement condition; it expresses the connection 
between the old invariant I and the invariant 1’ of the refined system 9” = (9, .I& 9’), 
where Y’- - (no) u N. More formally, the new invariant I’ will have to satisfy the 
constraint ( I’ A E)* 1. As ( I v 1 E ) is usually not an invariant, a formula J is 
introduced to express the difference between I and I’ when E is false. To summarize, 
the invariant of the refined system is obtained by weakening the invariant of the 
initial system; it has to satisfy the equivalence 
1’ = [I v (1E h J)]. 
The notion of semantic refinement is intuitively simple. A computation of 9’ contains 
two kinds of states: “old states*‘, for which E is true, and which can belong to a 
computation of 9, and “new states*‘, for which E is false. The old states satisfy I 
but the new ones may satisfy J instead. 
A refinement R is a simple refinement if 0 contains only one transition. 
Otherwise, it is a multiple re_finement. A multiple refinement can always be viewed 
as a sequence of simple refinements. 
Comment. The link between the initial and the (semantically) refined versions of 
the system is the fact that the formula (E _ I) is an invariance property of both 
versions. It is the responsibility of the designer to ensure that this formula is strong 
enough to imply the specified invariance properties of the system (mutual exclusion, 
freedom of deadlock, partial correctness, and so on). As a consequence, the invariant 
J will always be chosen as strong as possible, whereas the refinement condition E 
will be chosen as weak as possible, The choice Fdgf 1, fo; ins~%e, is not appropriate, 
because no connection is established between the initial and the refined versions. 
(In fact, such a choice corresponds to an arbitrary transformation.) 
3.3. Validation of a semantic re@nement 
Syntactic refinements are always valid, that is, they do not endanger the properties 
of the system. The designer has only to complete the invariant by an assertion about 
the newly introduced object. 
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Semantic refinements are less trivial. The designer has first to “guess” what kind 
of transition substitution is likely to be both valid and useful; this leads to an ordered 
pair (0, N). The second task is to select a refinement condition E. From the 
theoretical point of view, this is the critical point. If E is too weak, then the assertion 
(E * I) will be too strong and, therefore, will not be an invariance property of the 
refined system. If, on the contrary, E is too strong, then the assertion (E=U) will 
be an invariance property of the refined system, but this property wiii be too weak 
with respect to the requirements stated by the designer. In practice, however, the 
choice of (0, JV) leads to a choice of E in a rather straightforward way. (Examples 
will be given later.) 
The last task of the designer is to determine an appropriate invariant I’, if any 
(or an assertion J, since I’= [I v (a E A I)]). A general technique exists for obtaining 
I’ by symbolic computation but, in practice, this technique can lead to combinatorial 
explosion. First, the requirements about the refined invariant I’ (Section 3.2) are 
rewritten as follows: 
(2) (1’~ E) 3 I, (9 
(3) (I’} sl{I’}. 
A first tentative solution for this system of contraints is the strongest invariant 
sin[CO; 9’1; it always exists and satisfies constraints (1) and (3). This invariant can 
be obtained as follows. Let us consider the sequence (4#,, a,, . . . ), where 
8#” dcr V F[ Co, YIP{ false). (6) 
ps#l 
This sequence is increasing and, therefore, stationary (see formula (4), Section 2.4); 
the limit of the sequence is sin[C,; 9’1. 
Two difficulties arise. First, constraint (2) may be not satisfied and, second, the 
convergence of the sequence (Cp,) may be slow. Amore promising approach is to 
take I as the first approximation of I’, that is, to take I’ = sin[ I; 9’1. Once again, 
this formula always exists and is an invariant; constraint (3) is satisfied. Furthermore, 
as I is an invariant of the system 9, we have (C,,=H) and, therefore, (C,,* I’); 
constraint (1) is satisfied too. The convergence has most probably improved, but 
the constraint (2): [(P’ A E)a I] has still to be verified explicitly, after having 
computed I’ = sin[ I; 9’1. 
In practice, it is convenient to compute successively th,c t4xmS 5d rb@ wq&;twe 
(!l&l?,,...), where 
qp V F[ I, 9”lp( false). 
psn 
(n 
This sequence is increasing and stationary, and its limit is I’. 
If the semantic refinement R = (0, IV, E, sin[ f, 9’1) is valid, then the sequences 
(@n) and (Pn) admit the common limit I’ - sin[ I; 9’1; moreover, the convergence 
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of the latter is at least as fast as the convergence of the former. Indeed, it is easy 
to prove by induction that, for all n, both implications (@” * Pm) and ( P,, _ I’) hold. 
The validation procedure is therefore as follows: compute successively WO, 
!P I,*-*; if the condition (( aY, A E)* I) does not hold, then stop: the refinement is 
not valid. Else, if the condition (q”_, = V”) holds, then stop: the refinement is vslid 
and tU, is an adequate invariant. Else, compute !I’“+, . 
There is a simple connection between (Im+, and Irv,, for all n SO: 
V F[ I, 9’]p($alse) 
pan+1 
F[ I, sP,]‘( false) v V F[ I, Ylp( false) 
Ispssn+l 
false v V F[ I, 9”]( F[ I, 9’]“( false)) 
p- 
F[ I, 9’1 
( 
V F[ I, S’lp( false) 
p=n 
F[I W(vn) 
(I v dp[ Pn ; F]). (8) 
A similar development allows to deduce 
P n+l s (PnVSlp[cYn; F]) forall n>O. (9) 
The relation (9) defines the same sequence as the relation (8), but gives rise to a 
simple test for stationary detection: the equivalence ( !P”+, = q”) holds if and only 
if the implication (sl’[ !P”, T’]=$ q,,) holds. 
3.4. An elementary example 
In the previous section, the strongest invariant of the factorial program I3 = 
sin[C,, SPJ has been computed directly, and has been obtained as the limit of an 
increasing, but nonstationary sequence (@n).3 The direct computation was a bit 
lengthy, and it is easier to proceed as follows. First, the strongest invariant I2 = 
sin[ Co, sP2] is computed, and then the strongest invariant I ‘ = sin[ I*, Y3] is com- 
puted. 
The first terms of the sequence @,, = (F,“(false): n E hi), where F2 def F[ Co, 921, 
are listed below. 
Go = false, 
@1 = (ail0 I\ x=x,), 
@* = (atlo A x=x0) v (atl, h x;xo h J+d), 
G3 = (aft0 h x=x0) v (atl,hx=& h y=l) v 
( tl U 1 A X=X0 -1 n y=x,) v 
(at& A x=x,=0 A f=y=l). 
3 The sequence is nonstationary because the system l& is not finite-state. 
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One can prove by induction that the general term of the sequence is given by: 
@ n+Z = (at&) * x=x,,) A 
= (at 1” _ .r = X0) A 
(Utl, _ [X=0 A f =).=&!I). 
Now, we will compute the sequence tV, = (Gy(/Pl~c): n E N), where GJ de’ 
F[ 12, Y$). Let us emphasize that the implicit label rule for 9%. that is, the formula 
atlo+atl,+atl~ = 1, is no longer a label rule for Y3; as a consequence, it cannot 
be left implicit and will be introduced explicitly in Iz. Taking into account he label 
rule for 9’>, it can be simplified into the formula lat 1:. 
Here are the first elements of the sequence ( !Pn : n E IN): 
!Po = false, 
(all, _ [OGXSX, A v*X!=X,!]) A 
w 
iat12 h 
(atlc a [x=0 A f= v=x,,!]), _ 
!Pz = (0f f. _ X = X0) A 
(Uff, * [OSXSX, A Jp*X!=Xo!]) A 
(aff? * [o<x<xo A V*(x-l)!=Xo!]) A 
m 
(atI, * [x=0 A f=y=x*!]), 
We observe that, as soon as the strongest invariant 12. of Y’* is known, very little 
additional computation is needed to obtain the strongest invariant I3 of 9’S* This is 
the cornerstone of the hybrid method. 
Comment. A drawback of the hybrid method is that the refiiPra&ect%t Q8F&‘rg.nl i2t~q~ 
fully exploited. We take benefit from the fact that I’ is intended to depart veq little 
from I, but not from the fact that 9’ and 9’ are very similar. A “pure” refinement 
method has been introduced in [24]; it is likely to be more efficient for infinite-state 
systems, but not for finite-state ones. Indeed, for finite-state system, the hybrid 
method deterministically leads to the strongest invariant; this is not true for the 
method presented in 124, 251. 
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3.5. Generalization 
The convergence of the sequence ( !P,,) defined by identity (7) and computed with 
the equation (9) is usually fast, even when the sequence (a,,) defined by identity 
(6) converges lowly. Unfortunately, slow convergence is not the only source of 
troubSie. Each iteration involves the computation of a formuia like sI”[ V,, ; 3’1. If 
M is the size of the set .T’, then the size of the formula rY,,+l is likely to be M times 
of the size of the formula ‘y,. This can be unacceptable, even when few terms of 
the sequence (P,,) have to be computed and when each term is simplified before 
the next one is computed. 
An obvious attempt o reduce the amount of computation consists in taking into 
account, at the nth iteration, a subset 9” instead of the whole set 3’. This leads 
us to replace the sequence (@,,) by some sequence (Q,), defined as follows: 
n, Cf I, 
9) n+l def (n, v slp[ f2” ; S”]), 
(10) 
where 3” c 3, for all n. The (straightforward) properties of the increasing sequence 
(nn) and of its limit Oef VncN On are listed below. 
(an) is stationary, 
Rn * IPn for all n, 
f2n 2 sin[ 1, 9’) for all n, 
sin[O, Y] -= sin[ I, 9’1, 
nG sin[ I, 9’1 if and only if {a} Y’ {a}. 
There is a trade-off in the choice of the family { 3”: n = 1,. . . }. If the selected 
subsets are too small, than 0 will be stronger than sin[ I, 9’1 (for instance, if all 
the subsets are empty, then fl= I). On the contrary, if the selected subsets are too 
big, then the evaluation of 0 is likely to involve a long symbolic computation. 
We have seen that a step in the iteration corresponds to a step in the program 
computation. It is well-known that transitions involving disjoint sets of processes 
and sharing no memory can be executed together. For instance, let 
rk=(Lk&pA~,Md, k=l,...,p, 
be elements of Y. The set ( rk : k = 1,. . . p) is interj&egce Joe if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
VkVI[k#l + type(rk)ntype(r,)=O], 
Vk VI [ak 0 al = al 0 a& 
where ak is the state relation associated with Ak. 
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Comment. A less restrictive definition is possible, 
thesct (TV: k=I,..., p) is interference free, then 
but would not be useful here. If 
the fictitious transition 
r=(L ,... L,,,C,A=.=~~+A,- . .._ A,,M,...Mp) 
can be added in any subset 3” without destroying the properties of the sequence 
($2,,). (Note. The expression A-B denotes the sequential or concurrent execution 
of the interference-free assignments A and B-1 
Until now, our purpose is always to determine the strongest invariant. In fact, 
the strongest invariant often happens to be rather complicated; in many cases, a 
weaker but shorter invariant is sutljcient, and even more helpful when it conveys 
an intuitive meaning. Let us consider a classical example; the Euclidean algorithm 
for computing the greatest common divisor of, say, three positive integers x0, y,, 
and zo. This algorithm is implemented by the system Sp = (P, -dl, 9) given below: 
T=((x>y-,x:=x-y), 
(p t-y:=y-Z), 
(z>x-z:= z-x)). 
The strongest invariant sin[ Co, 9’1, where 
c 0 def (x=X, A _V=_Vo A t= 7 ) L’o 9 
cannot be written concisely, but the weaker invariant g&(x, J: z) = gcd(x,, yo, zO) 
is strong enough for any practical purpose. 
A simple way to take this phenomenon into account is to allow to take for O,,+, 
any logical consequence of a,,. However, cautiousness i  needed when weakening 
a term; such an operation can lead to obtain too weak an invariant, and even the 
trivial invariant true. 
4. Sequential refinement 
Ihere are many kinds of useful informal refinements, but the seq~~~?~~i~~~y-‘~~~~~~c 
(or atomicily re#nament) is by far the most frequent ~izr. Z&e ~&on of dttimicity 
is relevant when interleaving semantics i  used. In this case, the concurrent execution 
of a set of processes is modelled as follows: an execution step consists in executing 
a single statement of one process. In “coarse-grained” systems, a statement can be 
a rather big segment of program, involving access to several variables; in “fine- 
grained” system, a statement is a single test or a single assignment, or even a single 
memory uxess. Fine-grained systems are usually more efficient, and it is therefore 
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useful to replace a system by a finer-grained one. The sequential refinement consists 
in replacing a single transition, involving a single process, by an ordered set of 
transitions, involving only the same process. From the sequential point of view, OR 
and NR are strictly equivalent, but, due to interference with the other processes of 
the system, the old version of the system and the new one may behave differently; 
the difference may be acceptable or not. 
Let us recall briefly an elementary example of bad behaviour induced by a 
sequential refinement. With classical notation, 
{x=0)(X= x+l)~~{x:=x+I){x=2) 
but we have not 
we have 
(a:=x;a:= aH;x:=a)(x=2), 
although the triple 
holdsforboth Sgfx:=x+l and S~f(a:=x;a:=a+l;x:=a). 
4.1. Simple sequential refinemenf in KS 
Let Z&, = (PO, A&,, To) be a formal concurrent system where PO = {PO, PI,. . . ), 
with&,={a,,..., an}, and let I0 be an invariant of 9,. We suppose that S, contains 
a transition 
T=(ai, C+A, Uj). 
One can attempt o “split” this transition, that is, to replace it by the new transitions 
where a, is a new label and where C, , C2, A, and A2 satisfy the compatibility 
requirements given below. 
For all P and Q such that the tti‘ ie {i’) c =+ A { ho&, there exists 
a formula R such that both triples {P} C, + AI {RI r:Rl G--MQ} 
hold. 
The validity of such a replacement must be checked carefully (invalid sequential 
decomposition is one of the most frequent mistakes in parallel programming). 
Formally, two refinements are involved. There is first a syntactic refine- 
ment, consisting in the addition of the new label a, and, perhaps, of some new 
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variables.’ This leads to the pair (9,. 1,) where 
9, = (Br,U{Q,?, PI, l l l 1. 
u =Jit”u{ . ..). J I 
.9-,=S*; 
I,=(& A iafa,). 
Afterwards, there is a semantic refinement R = (0, N, E, I,). The first components 
of this refinement are 0 = (7) and N = (T, , c}; an obvious choice for the refinement 
condition is E = Tar a,. The procedure introduced in the previous section can now 
be used to decide whether R is valid and to produce I2 if the answer is yes. 
4.2. Vakdation of the sequential decomposition 
The semantic refinement is 
R dcf ((t), { 7,, r2}, iat a,, sin[ I,, sf,]). 
The resulting system is 
9$= b,, 
The strongest invariant of this system, for the initial condition I,, is the limit of the 
sequence (V” : n EN), introduced in Section 3.3. The terms of this sequence are 
computed by the formulas: 
?Po = false, 
%I = (I, v slpPL,; 921). 
(11’5 
The first terms of the sequence are 
IPO = false, 
*, = ( I, v slp[ false; &I) 
= I,, 
% = ( 1, v sw, ; %I) 
= I*v v slp[I,;7] ( 7f 3, > 
= (4 v SW,; q3, 
= 
4 XI:‘-: x + 1 is split into the sequence x := a, a new variable u has 
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The term !P2 is computed easily, since only the transition 
is involved; indeed, only rl can switch E = eat a, from true to false. On the contrary, 
the following terms of the sequence are likely to involve ail transitions, so the most 
favourabie case occurs when !P3 = \v:! . In this case, the refinement isvalid. Otherwise, 
the experience shows that the refinement is usually not valid, but this is not a rule; 
the evaluation has to be continued, until a definite conclusion is reached. An 
appropriate sequence (0,) may happen to be more convenient han the sequence 
( !Pn); examples will be given in Section 5. 
4.3. Multiple sequential decomposition 
The sequential decomposition is the replacement of one transition by two transi- 
tions. This can be generalized in two ways. First, the set of new transitions can 
contain more than two elements.’ Second, several old transitions (involving distinct 
prccesses) can be replaced by a set of new transitions. 
The starting point for a multiple sequential refinement is a pair (system, invariant) 
(%, M, where 
The informal refinement consists in replacing, for each process pi, a transition ri 
involving P” by a set of new transitions { 77,. . , , $‘)} of the same type {Pi). A 
preliminary transformation is needed to introduce new labels and (possibly) new 
variables. The result of this transformation is 
Ju,=&u(...), 
n k(i) 
I, = IO A A A Tata{ , 
i=lj=l 
where P:=&u(a,‘,..., uf”‘}, for ail +I,..., n. 
Let iE(l,..., n) and let k(i) = k If the old transition 7i has the form 
5 For instance, when the simple assignment x := x + 1 is replaced by the sequence a := x; a := a -t 1; 
x .- *- a, three new transitions (and a new variable, and two new labels) are needed. 
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then the new transitions are 
TV= (bi, Co+ A,,, a,‘), 
d=(a!,,Cj+Aj,a!,+L), j=l,...,k-1, 
7: = (a:, Ck * A&, Ci)- 
The compatibility requirements associated with the new transitions are as follows. 
For all P and Q such that the triple {P) ti (0) holds, formulas Rj, j = 1, . . . , k - 1, 
exist such that the k+l triples (P)T~(RJ, (Rj)d(Rj+l), j=l,...,k-I, and 
(RJ rf (0) hold. Similar sets of requirements hold for i = 1, . . . , n. 
The system Y2 is obtained from the system 9, by replacing 9, = 5 by 
s*=(q(r ,,.*., 7,))u(?~,..*,?:“‘}Y~ l xJ(70, ,..., TL,‘“‘}. 
4.4. Validation (general case) 
The invariant of Sp, will be 
I2 = I,v(lEnJ) 
= (E/JO)v(lEAJ) 
= (E=H&I(TE*I) 
where 
A convenient notation is introduced now about the refined system Sp,: the new 
place predicate at a: is defined as the formula (oaf or A l - l A ~a:‘~‘). As a con- 
sequence, the assertion at up+ at a: + l l l + UC a:“’ = 1 is an invariance property (and 
an invariant) of the system 9$. The invariant I2 can be rewritten more specifically 
as 
k(l) k(n) 
It = A l ** A [ata{‘...a’,” * J(a(‘li=t,af)], 
jl-0 jn=O 
where I(ay,. . . , a”,) reduces to IO. 
The fixpoint-based technique can be extended in a straightforward way and, if 
an adequate refined invariant exists, it is always licit to choose 
I2 
) 1 32 . 
4.5. Validation (symmetric ase) 
The pair (&, lo) introduced in the previous subsection is symmetric in the index 
set (1 , . . . , n) if every permutation of this set preserves the pair (system, invariant). 
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Comment. This definition implies that distinct index sets are disjoint. The usual 
notation does not respect his condition, because index sets often are inital segments 
of the natural (or positive) integers. However, we can consider that disjoint copies 
of the integers are available. For instance, we suppose that the index sets (1,. . . , n}, 
used for the P-processes, and (0,. l . , ma}, used for the Q-processes, are disjoint. 
A (simple) sequential decomposition would destroy the symmetry, since it involves 
the addition of a label into one process. In order to maintain the symmetry, only 
multiple sequential decompositions, preserving the symmetry, will be considered. 
Let us suppose that (Y,, I,), r = 0,1,2, are symmetric in the index set (1,. . . , n} 
used for the f-processes and let k be the common value of k( 1) = l l l = k(n). The 
symmetry induces some simpiification into the computation of the n-dimensional 
array [I(&. . . , a’,“)] but, except in some specific cases (not considered here), the 
direct computation is still fastidious. 
In the case of symmetric systems, it is often possible to avoid both the destruction 
of the symmetry and the fastidious computation connected *with a multiple 
refinement. 
Let A=(l,..., n} be the index set and let (0, N) be a multiple decomposition, 
symmetric with respect to A. The ith projection ( Oi, Ni) is the simple decomposition 
obtained by considering only the ith part of (0, N), that is, by modifying only the 
transition involving Pi* More precisely, we have Oi = (Ti} and Ni = (~7, . . . , 7:). The 
new assertions 
J(ay ,..., a~_,,a~,a~+, ,..., a”,), j=l,..., S 
are determined by the usual method for simple refinements. 
An “educated guess” is made to find a general expression J(a{‘, . . . , a$), which 
reduces to J(ay,. . . , oy-,, a{, a:+,, . . . , a”,) when jr = 0 for all r # i, and jr = j for 
I 
r=f 
This provisional form is checked for invariance. In case of success, the provisional 
form is adopted; in case of failure, another guess can be attempted. (Note. An 
invariant obtained in this way is not necessarily the strongest one.) 
Other forms of symmetry can appear in a system; the notion of projection can 
still be used in this case. For instance, if a refinement consists in the introduction 
of n symmetric variables h,, . . . , h, in a system, then the 8th projection of this 
refinement will be obtained by omitting afl tia%s zxczpt ii& (an example 
is given in the next section). 
Comnreti. The sequential decomposition is the most usual kind of refinement but 
other kindsof refinements can bc presented in a similar way. When performing a 
refinement, the critical step is the discave~ uf an adequate refinement condition. 
This will also be illustrated in the next section. 
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5. An example 
5. ?. Introduction 
me program considered in this section has been written and proven by Dijkstra 
in (20). me program and its proof have been presented again in [6] by Best, together 
with another proof. 
Dijkstra’s proof requires the introduction of a family of boolean values which is 
the minimal solution of a set of boolean equations. This proofiilustrates the interplay 
between mathematics and programming, and shows that program proving, as 
Euclidean geometry, requires a special form of creativity; this creativity is well 
assisted by formal tools (see [ 20.2 I] ). 
In Best‘s proof, the discovery of the invariant takes place in successive approxima- 
tions. Each approximation arises “quite naturally from an analysis of the failure of 
the preceding formulas” [6]. 
As a matter of fact, both the program and the invariant can be obtained in an 
incremental and systematic way. The method proposed here is not intended to 
provide a substitute for the skill often nccdcd in programming; more modestly, it 
allows the designer to make his at her ideas clear and precise, and to verify their 
validity in a formal and systematic way. 
The sequel of this section goes on as follows. In the next subsection, the problem 
is described and a first version of the program is derived in a straightforward way. 
The second step of the design consists of a ‘*creative refinement”, that is, a refinement 
which is not simply a sequential decomposition. This transformation is explained 
informally and its correctness is proved by computation of a strongest invariant. As 
this refinement has induced multiple assignments, a series of sequential decomposi- 
tions have to be considered afterwards. Each of them gives rise to a further 
computation of a strongest invariant. 
5.2. 7&e problem und its toy solution 
Let y =f(y) be a fixpoint equation in some n-dimensional space. Under some 
hypotheses which are not introduced here, such an equation can be solved by 
selecting an adequate initial value $ for y and then repeating assignments like 
,vi :=x(p), where y = (y, , . . . , y,,) and f(y) = (h(y), . . . , J,(y)), until the difference 
between y and f(y) becomes negligible. (This condition is denoted y -f(y) and zcl 
supposed to be equivalent o Vi[yi -J(y)].) A simple sequential non~4~t~~G~i~t~ic 
program for this problem is: 
W! G(Y)-*y,:=$1(y); 
0 Y2 #f20?) + y2:=.uy); . 
0 Yn H?I(Y) +yn :=fn(y) 
od 
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A distributed implementation of this sequential nondeterministic algorithm is 
obtained immediately, by associating a process with each guarded command. This 
leads to the pair system-invariant (9,. IO) given below. 
where P, = (lf,} for all i = 1, . . . , n, 
w&=(y,: i= l,..., n), 
s”=(a,:i=l,..., n}, 
where a, = (Ii, J’i #_fi(y) + J?i :=J(y), 1;); 
Cornmeat. The unique label of process Pi has been called 1; (instead of Ii, for 
instance), because this notation will appear to be convenient in the sequel. Except 
stated otherwise, Vi A stands for Vi[ 1 s is n*A]; similarly, 3i A stands for 
3i[l~i5~n AA]. 
5.3. Reduction to a finite-state system 
The system 9” is not finite-state but, as far as partial correctness is concerned, it 
can be investigated by finite-state means; some notation is introduced to do that. 
Let ei be the boolean expression yi -J(y j, and let e be the boolean array (e, , . . . ,e,,). 
When the assignment yi z=_&(y) is executed, the boolean expression ei becomes true, 
but nothing can be said about ei, for anyj # i. The special assignment Ai is introduced 
(for all i) as an abstraction for the assignment yi :=J(y); its effect is modelled bv _ 
the following assumptions (for all j f i): 
wl’[ Ai ; ei ] = true, 
wlp[Ai ; lei] = false, 
Wlp[ Ai; ej] = false, 
wlp[ Ai ; lej] =false. 
Comment. The (deterministic) assignment yi := A(y) has been modelled in a non- 
deterministic way: wl’[A, ; (ej v lej)] is identkally true, W!WCE s td’[A, ; ej] v 
wlp[ A, ; lej]) is identically false. 
The assignment Ai is not “equivalent” to the assignment yi :== J(y) but, with 
self-explanatory notation, the deduction rule 
wl’[S( . . . , Ai,. . . ); Q( . . . , ej, . . . )] 
wlp[S( . . . ,Yi:=J(Y),...);Q(...9yi’J(Y)9...)1 
can be used. 
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5.4. A creative rejnement 
The simple system Y0 
distributed termination is 
is not satisfactory, since no mechanism for detecting 
provided; when a process, say f,, is suspended because 
the condition yi -J(y) is satisfied, nothing indicates whether the ith transition will 
still be executed later or not. A solution [ZO] consists in the addition of variables,6 
called L = (h,, . . l , h,), such that hi indicates that a further execution of the transition 
(1: + 1:) is needed. Initially, all the h, are true; a hi can be false only when the 
relation yi =5(y) is true. The termination condition will be +j hj* 
5.4. I. Syntactic part 
?--- 
A preliminary transformation is used to introduce the new variables into the 
memory. The new system 9, and its invariant are given by: 
9, = spa, 
,AC,={yi,hi:i=l,...,n), 
9,=30; 
II =Vi hi. 
Comment. As all hi are initially true and never altered, Vi hi is an invariant of the 
system. 
5.4.2. Semantic part: Definition 
The semantic part is a more creative transformation; it will consist in implementing 
the intended role of the new variables. This role is formalized as follows: 
- As the termination condition is djhj, the common guard of the transitions 
becomes 3j hi. 
- If’ yi *J(y), then the assignment yi :=f(u) must be executed; furthermore, as 
this assignment is likely to destroy some or all the relations yj =&(y), for all 
j # i, the assignment hj := true has to be executed, for all j f i. 
- If’ yi -A(y), then the execution of the assignment yi :=5(y) is not needed; as 
a consequence, the assignment hi := false is executed. 
As a result, the transition 
ai:(l~,Yif~(y)~yi'=~(y),lb) 
is replaced, for all I, by 
(lk, 3jhj+Si, lf,), 
where Si is the assignment 
6 This is the crucial point of the design. 
c Yi hl . . h‘ i-l hi h i+l . . 
\ 
. 
h,l 
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Comment. In the “else” part of this assignment, we can replace “hi” by “tme” 
without risk. We do that for the sake of uniformity, and obtain the statement 
if yi z_&(y) then hi :=false else (yi, L) := (J(y), tnrr). 
In FCS, this will be modelled by two transitions: one for the “then” part and the 
other for the “else” part. This modification is only notational and does not alter 
the semantics of the system. The new transitions are 
pi:(lb,3jhj n yi==~~)jhi:=false,lI), 
Yi:<C, a.ihj A Yi#~(Y)~(yi,h):=(1;-Cv), mhlb)- 
As far as e and h are concerned, the transitions can be replaced by 
fli:(ll, 3jhj h ei+ hi:=false, lb), 
yi:(lk,3jhj h lei+Ai_(h:=~),l~), 
where ei stands for yi =J(y) and where Ai is the nondeterministic assignment 
introduced in Section 5.3. As in the present framework no essential modification is 
induced, the names of the transitions are maintained. 
54.3. Validation of a projection 
This system transformation has to be validated by an adaptation of the invariant. 
Clearly enough, such an adaptation is needed, since the formula 1, is no longer an 
invariant of the transformed system. As mentioned in Section 4.5, the easiest way 
to obtain an adequate invariant is to consider first the case of the kth projection of 
the refinement, where k is a fixed element of { 1, . . . , n}. The kth projection of the 
attempted refinement is concerned only with hk. The variables hi, i + k are never 
assigned and keep their common initial value true; as a result, the guard 3j hj reduces 
to true and is omitted. The refined version 9% is @en belc’7;J; 
9$=!P1={{l~}:i=1,...,n}, 
w&2=.MI=(yi,hi:i=1 ,..., n), 
~~={Bk}U{yi~:i=l,..., n), 
where 
& = (rf: , ek + hk := false, 1: ), 
Yik = (1;) Tei * A,,( hk := true), 1:). 
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This refinement is not a sequential decomposition. As a consequence, the first 
task is to select a refinement condition E, before looking for a new invariant I,. In 
the present case, this is rather easy. As the refinement introduces the role of I&, the 
refinement condition will involve h&. No place predicate is involved, since no new 
control point is introduced. 
Obviously, a simple acceptable choice for E is hL itself. As usual, I2 is obtained 
as the limit of an increasing stationary sequence Cqm), whose first elements are listed 
below. (As all system states have the same control part, this control part has been 
omitted.) 
VO f fulse; 
V, = I,, 
% = ( !P, v slp[ P, , A]) 
= ‘v,v v slp[P,,r] 
( r* .i= > 
= ( ~,~~~P~~,~8~l~V~~P~~,,Y,~l = f > 
Some auxiliary resultc are needed: 
SlP[%, Pal = slp[( !P, I\ err ); h& := false] 
= (V(i#k)h,AekAlhk), 
slp[ VI 7 Y,kl = slp[( !?, A lef ); A,_( hli := me)] 
= (Vi h, A e,). 
The evaluation of the sequence goes on: 
!Pz = Vih,v(V(ifk)hjAe~A7h~)vV(Vihihej) 
i 
E V(i#k)hiA[htv(ekn-hk)vV(hkAe,)] 
i 
E V(i#k)hiA(ekvhk); 
The last terms of the disjunction are: 
E 
= - 
slp[( p2 A ek ); hl, := false] 
slp[(V( i f k) hi A ek); hk :=filse] 
(V(i#k)h,Ae,Alhli) .9 
slp[( !Pz A le+); A,_( hk := trueb] 
slp[slp[(V(i # k) h, A (hk v ek) A lej); Aj]; hk := me] 
slp[( V( i # k) h, A ej ); hk := true] 
(Vi hi A ej). 
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The evaluation of the sequence goes on: 
lp ZE 3 P2v(V(ifk)h,AekA~hk)vV(VihiAej) 
J 
= !Pz. 
Let us recall that V”+, = IP” occurs if and only if (slp[ !Pm ; T]* !Pn) holds for all 
7 E Y. As the formula ( V2 A hL )*I, holds, the new invariant is 
r, ‘St [V(i#k) h, A (ek v h,)]. 
Comment. Let us observe that the invariant I2 simply expresses in a formal way the 
intended meaning of the new variable hk: it has to be true as long as the kth 
component of the identity s =f(~) is not reached. This is a rather usual phenomenon: 
an educated guess can spare much symbolic computation. 
5.4.4. Full validation 
The full multiple refinement can now be considered. The result of this transforma- 
tion is the system Y3 given below 
9, = ((1:): i = 1,. . . , n), 
-NJ = {yiq hi : i = I, . . . , n), 
3~ = (pi, y, : i = 1,. . . , n}, 
where 
The invariant I2 has been obtained from the invariant I, by replacing the old 
assertion hk by the new assertion (hk v ek). Hopefully, the invariant I3 will be obtained 
by a similar replacement, applied to the assertions hi, i # k This leads to 
13 def Vi(hi v ei). 
The validity of this invariant is checked in a straightforward way, and the crucial 
step of the design is completed. The partial correctness of the system is a consequence 
of the invariant; the final state of any computation satisfies the formula 13j hj A 
Vi( hi v ei), and therefore the formula Vi ei. 
5.5. Towards a jfnc-grained version 
The version Y3 is more satisfactory than the version 9& from the point of view 
of termination detection. Unfortunately, this transformation has induced conditional 
multiple assignments, which have to be executed like atomic statements. It is 
indicated to decompose these multiple assignments into sequences of more elemen- 
tary statements; these transformations do not require creativity. 
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5.5.1. First multiple sequential decomposition 
The multiple assignments 
A,_(&= me), i = 1,. . . , n, 
are tentatively replaced by the sequences 
A,;b:=tr~, i=l,._., n. 
As a first step, only the kth projection of this refinement is considered. The 
preliminary transformation (syntactic part) consists in the introduction of a new 
label 1; in process (l$ [The invariant is now (1, A iat 1:) or ( I3 A at li).) The semantic 
refinement is the replacement given above, restricted to i = k This leads to the 
system Spa given below: 
9$=((l:}:i= I,...., k-l, k+l,. .., n)u((l~,l~}), 
-A(4 = (yi, h, : i = 1, . . . , n), 
T~=(,&,~~:i=l,..., k-l,k+l,..., n)u(#3~,&,~k)r 
where 
S, =(I:, 3jhj A lek +Ak,, lt), 
Pk = (1: l A := mite, !5,. 
The form of the invariant of the refined system will be 
~4=[(l,natl~)v(atl~~ J)]. (12) 
Once again, f4 can be obtained as the limit of the increasing stationary sequence 
(Pm), but we will use a simpler sequence (Jr,) instead. As usual, 0, will be the old 
invariant, but, for the next terms, we will select subsets of transitions which are 
likely to lead to a solution without involving too much computation (Section 3.5). 
When dealing with the transitions, the term 3jhj within the guard will be omitted, 
since its only purpose is to ensure termination. This omission is not formally justified, 
but any invariance property satisfied by a system is still satisfied when the guards 
are strengthened; as a consequence, no incorrect invariant might be derived. 
The second term of the sequence is nzdgf (0, v slp[Rt , Yi]) where 3: is some 
subset of S,. It is clear from the relation (12) that we are interested only in new 
states, where at 1: is true. As the only transition leading to the control point 1: is 
&, it is natural to select 9: = (&). The first two terms of the approximation sequence 
are 
G det IJA at r:, 
fl* dcf G v slpw, 9 s:l 
= R, v slp[&, s,] 
E (13 A at 1:) v (slp[(Vi( hi v ei) A lek); AJ A at 1;) 
= (Vi(h,veJ~atlf,)v(hl~e~~atl~). 
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We know that the condition ek is not maintained by the execution of any Ajs j # k; 
as a consequence, the transitions containing such assignments will induce a weaken- 
ing of this condition. This leads us to select for the next subset 3: the set of these 
transitions, that is, the set (yj : j # k). 
[(Wi( hi v ei) A at 1:) v (hk A ek A at r,“)] v 
V [ slpIWi(h v ei) A lej); A,-(h := mr~)] A at li] v 
I”k 
V [SlP[(hk A e& A le’); A,-(h := mrC)] A at I,“] 
j+k 
[(Vi(hi V 4) A Of I”,) V (hk /\ e& n af lk)] V 
V (ejAVihi)Aatlz i/ (qAVihi)Aatlt 
it?! j+k 1 
(Vi( hi v ei) A at 1:) Y (hk A [t?& V (3i ei A Vi hi)] A at 1:). 
It is clear that the weakened condition [e& v (3i ei A Vi hi)] is stiil too strong: it is 
not respected by @j. The next step will use the subset 9: dg (@j:j # k). 
-i- n3v V Srpln,, Pj] 
jfk 
z (Vi(hiVei)AUfl~)V(hr,A[e&V(3ieiAVihi)]AUtl,k)V 
\1’ (SlP[( hk A e& A e’); hj := f&e] A Of r,“) V 
j#k 
V (dp[(Vi hi A ej); hi := false] A at 1,“) 
j*k 
s (Vi(hiVei)AUflk,)V(hkA[e&V(3ieiAVihi)]Aatl,k)V 
( 
v (hk Aek Aej AIhj)Aaflt V 
j*k ) 
( 
V (ejAV(i#j)hiA7hi)Aatl[ 
j#k 1 
E (vi(hiVei~Aafl~)V(hkA~ekV3~.if~~14AV!lt‘j,~~~;jnatl~~. 
The weakened condition is still not preserved. At this stage. it s%?n~ &at going on 
would lead to still weaker and more complicated conditions; as too complex 
invariants are not wanted, we prefer to replace (tentatively) the condition by true. 
This gives rise to the next term: 
a5 def (Vi(hi~e,)Aatl~)~(hkA[ek~t~e]AatG) 
s (Vi( hi v ei) A at 1:) V (hk A at 1;). 
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Comment. As already mentioned, it is helpful, but also dangerous, to generate a 
term %,, by simply weakening a,,. For instance, the formula (Vi( h, v e, ) A at I”,) v 
adi is also an invariant of &. but this invariant would be not strong enough to ‘* 
establish some interesting safety property of the program (see Section 5.6). 
Let us now check 0, for invariance. It is sufficient to show that (slp[f2,; T]*&), 
for each transition T. Only the case t = & Ci # k), is considered here. The strongest 
postcondition is evaluated below: 
=slp[(Vi( h, v e,) A at 1: A e,); h, := false] v 
slp[(h, h atli n e,); h,:=false] 
It is clear that this formula is stronger than 0,; the other cases are verified in the 
same way. The new invariant is therefore f, dcf &. 
The second step consists in completing the multiple refinement (the replacement 
done for k is now done for all i = I,. . . , n 1. This leads to the system SF, given below. 
where 
@i = ( li, 3j hj A ei * hi := false, 1: ), 
si=(lk,3jhj A lei-+Ai,li), 
Ei = (li, h := true, 1:). 
The new invariant I5 is likely to be obtained by generalization of the old invariant 
sPI,={{l~,l~):i= I,..., n), 
X5 = {y,, h, : i = 1, . . . , n}, 
35 = (/3‘, a,, e,: i = 1,. . . , n}, 
that is, by introducing adequate quantifications on the logical variable k. This leads 
to 
def Is = Vk( at 1: A Vi( hi v ei)) v 3k(at 1: A hk), 
Vi(at 19 A (hi v ei)) v 3k(at 16 A hk). 
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It is now necessary to check that I5 is an invariant. Let us first evalue the strongest 
postconditions. 
slp[J,; 41 = 
slp[( X,[at li] A ej); hj := false: A at 1: 
slp[([V(i#j)(atl~A(hiAe,))A(hjve,)nej]v 
[3(k#j)(atl~~h~)Aej]);h~:=false]Aatl$ 
(slp[(V(i#j! (atliA(hi vei))Aq); hj:=fak]v 
sl’[(W Z j) (at 1; h h,) I\ ej); hi :=falseJ) A at 1; 
(Vi{ at 1: A (hi v 9)) A ej A lhj) v 
(atl~A3(k#j)(atl$Ah,)ne,n~h,). 
slp[( Is[ at li] A 79;); Aj] A at 14 
slp[([V(ifj)(atl~A(hive~))A(hiveJA~e~]v 
[3(k#j)(atlEAhk)Alej]); Aj]Aatl& 
(slp[(v( i #j) (at 1: A (hi v ei)) A hj h Is); Aj] v 
slp[(3( k f j) (at 1: A hk) A lej); A,]) A at 1; 
([V(i f j) at 1: A hj] v 3( k #j) (at ii A hk)) A ej A at 1;. 
slp[ &[at l&l); li = me] n at l< , 
slp[(falsev[h~v3(kfj)(atl~Ahk)]);k=~]Aatl-&, 
slp[(hjv3(k#j)(atl~Ah,));h:=~]Aatl~, 
Vihi Aatl’,. 
It is clear that these postconditions are stronger than I+ 
Comment. The formula I5 is a generalization of the invariant I4 in the following 
sense: I5 can be written in such a way that, when the range of k is a single set (b}, 
the formula I5 reduces to I,[ k/b]. 
A formula can admit several generalizations, some of them being difficult to 
discover or even to recognize. The generalization process can be awkward, but 
usually saves much computation. 
55.2. Second multiple sequential decomposition 
Further sequential decomposition is possible; the next refinement will be the 
replacement of theSmultiple assignment (h, , . _ . h,) := (true,. . . , true) by a sequence 
of n simple assignments. 
As a first step, the transition 
&k=(lgk,(h ,,..., h,):=(true ,..., true),lf,) 
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will be replaced by the new transitions: 
&=(l&(hr,.. ., h,):=(trw% . . . . true), if)* 
~~,=(lf,(h,, ,,..., h,):=(mre,...,t~e),l~j, 
where ke{i ,..., II) and r~(l,..., n - 1). The preliminary syntactic refinement 
leads to the system 9, = ( P6* A&, S,) where 
The semantic refinement results in a system Y’,, with 9, = ( &\( ek )) u (&,, v&,); the 
sequence leading to an invariant I, for the refined version begins as folilows: 
n dc! 
I - te 
s Vi(atlfA(h,ve~))~(3i(atl~n hi)ATatlf), 
= a, v ?pW, 9 &I 
= f2, v (sl’[#2,[at 1;]; (h, , . . . , h,) := (me,. . . , true)] A at l:) 
(h , ,..., h,):=(tme ,..., tme)]Aatd:) 
03 SF Rz v slp[ $82 ) JT:] 
z RI V Slp[&, (@j : j f k}] 
zz f2,~([h~~3(i#k)(atl~~hi)]AV(i~r)hiAatl~)~ 
V Slp[([ hb v 3( i # k) (at 1; A hi)] A V( i s t) hi A at 1:); flj] 
j*& 
As for the previous refinement, we have selected for the first iteration the transition 
leading to the new control point. Once again, we observe that the condition V( i g I) hi 
is too strong and wilt not be respected by the elements of the set {fij :j # k). This 
set can be selected for the setcund iteration but leads to a rather complex formula. 
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Fortunately, it is clear that Bi cannot do more than to weaken hj into (hj v ej). The 
transition qk:l induces a similar weakening: it can reestablish Vi( hi v ei) without 
reestablishing Vi( at ly). This suggests the next term of the sequence: 
a.9 Vi(hi v ei) v (3i(ut 1; A hi) A iat 1:) v 
([h,~3(i+k)(~rI6~~hi)]hV(i~r)(hi~e~)hatI~). 
This tentative invariant is not preserved by transitions like 6j; the next term of the 
sequence will be 
= f&v([hkv3(i#k)(Qtl&hhi)]A V [((j>r)vhj)I\Qtlio]hatl~), 
j#k 
s Vi(hivei)v3i(atlhAhi)v 
The usual verification technique shows that 1, def a5 is an adequate invariant for 9,. 
As a second step, we consider the insertion of the new labels I,“, for j Z r, and 
the corresponding refinement of the statement k := trvc into a sequence of n assign- 
ments instead of two; this leads to a system Sp,. A fair guess for the new invariant 
I8 is the existential closure of I,, that is 
18 dg Vi( hi v ei) v 3i( at 1; A hi) v 
It is easy to check that I8 is an adequate invariant. 
55.3. Generalization 
7be next step consists in a generalization on k, that is, all multiple assignments 
k := trur are split into sequences of n single assignments. Once again, the first guess 
for the refined invariant I is the existential closure of &, that is 
1 sf Vi(hi~e,)v3i(atlkA hi)~ 
Unfortunately, I is not an invariant. Let A be the assertion 
and let T be the transition ($, h, := true, l{). Assertion A is stronger than I. but 
assertion slp[A; ~j is not. 
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It is rather difficult to imagine any “natural” candidate other than I. That means 
either that it is allowed to refine the multiple assignment L := tme in one process 
but not in all processes, or that a more subtle kind of generalization applies here. 
in the latter case, it is indicated to consider explicitly the case where the decomposi- 
tion takes place in two processes instead of one; generalization from 2 to n is likely 
to be easier than from 1 to tt. We do that, and the resulti;jg system Y9 is given below: 
where Pi = (1;. I;}, i = 1,. . . _ n, i f k, k’, 
R={Ij:j=O ,..., n), i=k,k’. 
&=(y,,h,:i= I ,..., n}, 
T9=((l:,3jh, A e,-,h,:=false,l~):i= I,..., n, 
(1:,3jhj A 7e,-,A,,l~):i=l,..., n, 
(l&L:=mrCr,l~):i=l,..., Rifk,k’, 
(I;_, , hj .= tnre, 1;): i = k k’, j = 1,. . . , n). 
The usual procedure leads to the refined invariant l9 given below: 
I 9 *’ Vi(hivei)v3i(atlhAhi)v 
This does not look fine, but f9 can be rewritten as the disjunction of the assertions 
listed below: 
Vi( hi v 99, 
3i(at 1; A hi), 
3k 3(r>O) (at 1: A hk AV(id r)(hiv ei)), 
Now, a pattern is rather conspicuous. Some definitions are introduced, to avoid 
lengthy formulas. For each z E ( ! ‘5 = _ . i YJ}, we define u, as the set of ordered z-tuples 
of distinct elements of the set { 1, . - . , n}. The subset of tuples not containing n is 
denoted ai. Furthermore, if t E 0: and if 6 E o!, we define 
atli def all&A* l •Aatl~z. 
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Let us now introduce 
1. Vj( h, v 4, ), 
2. 3j(at l&A hj), 
four assertions, called 1, 2, 3 and 4: 
3. 3(z>0)3(t~~:)3(bEol)(atli.Ahl;h 
Wa < 2) (tm > b,+,) A 
VW bA (hi v ej)), 
(13) 
4. 3(z>0)3(t~a,)3(b~u~)(atl~Ah,~~ 
3( j > 6,) at l&). 
The disjunction (1 v 2 v 3 v 4) reduces to I9 if the range of z is (1,2). Let I,,, be the 
same disjunction, with range(z) = (1,2,. . . , n}. Hopefully IlO will be an appropriate 
invariant of the generalized system Y’,O given below: 
9$,={(l~:j=O ,..., n):i= I,..., n}, 
JZ1o=(yi, hi:i=l,..., n), 
Yla=((lL,3jhj A ei+hi:=false,lI), 
(1:,3jhj A lei+Ai,li), 
(14) 
(Q-1, hj:= true, lj):j= 1,. . ., n: 
i=l,...,n) 
A proof that I,,-, is an invariant of Sp,, appears in Appendix A. 
Comment. Let p be the smallest r such that at 1: is true for some k; a simpler 
invariant of system 9,, is Iiodg V( iap) (hi v ei), but it is weaker than Ilo. 
As pointed out in [20], the system 9’,* remains correct when the assignments 
hj := true, for j = 1, . . . , n, are gerformed in an arbitrary order. The development 
given here generalizes easily to this case (see Appendix A). 
5.54. Further refittetnen ts 
Several further refinements can be attempted, some of them being valid and others 
not. First, a valid refinement would be to test the termination condition 3j hj and 
the condition e, (ot le,) in distinct transitions. This would succeed, since the only 
role of the guard 3j 1% is to detect ermination. More formally, II0 is still an invariant 
of YIO if the first conjunct 3j hj of the guards is omitted. The resulting system is 
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given below: 
sP,,={P,:i=l,..., n), 
whereIs,=(l~:j=O,...,n+1}, 
&,={yi, h,:i= I,..., n), 
T,,=((I:,3jhj*skip, Il.+,), 
(lI+, 9 ei * hi := false, lh), 
(lj-,, hi:= true, lj):j= 1,. .., n: 
i=l n}. 9*--S 
Here is now a more classical representation [20] of the program executed by (the 
computing agent associated with) process Pi. Angle brackets enclose atomic transi- 
tions- 
do (3j h,) + 
if (ei -+ hi := false, 
0 (T(\ + Ai); Vj(hj := true) 
fi 
od 
The last refinement suggests to split similarly the transitions ( 1: + , + 1:) and 
Ul+, + lk), that is, to replace (ei + hi := false) by (ei) + (hi := false), and (lei * Ai) by 
(lei)* (Ai). It is easy to check that the sequential decomposition is not valid in the 
first case and valid in the second case. 
5.6. Discussion 
5.6.1. Distributed termination 
The termination condition of the kth process is (at lf A -3jhj)* When 3jhj is 
false, the invariant IlO reduce to Vj pi. As a result, no process can stop until a solution 
of the equation y =f(y) has been reached. Furthermore, once such a state has been 
reached, all processes terminate without further modification of y. The system 
therefore ensures fair distributed etection, as defined e.g. in [8] (more details about 
distributed detection are given in [8], together with general algorithms to imt$et?tr%nt 
it). 
56.2. Some critical points 
The example presented in this section emphasizes the problems the user can 
be faced with. They all originate from the same fact: the occurrence of a parameter 
n. At several stages of the work, the user has to “generalize” formulas containing 
n. This suggests that finite-state systems involving a parameter could be verified by 
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induction on this parameter. Some attempts have been done in this area [ll, 23, 
471, but the conclusion is that dealing with such parametric systems involves 
creativity and/or heavy symbolic computation. That is the reason why the develop- 
ment presented in Section 5 is rather long. When there is no parameter, there is 
also no problem and the method can be automated. The bottleneck in this case is 
the tautology checker. 
6. Relatd work 
The formal tools used in this paper (transition-based programming notations, 
predicate transformers, Hoare logic) have also been the subject of many papers, 
Some references have already been mentioned; additional ones are [ 13,22,31,33], 
where a variant of Hoare logic is introduced and investigated. The variant used in 
this paper is simpler, since the formalism of formal concurrent systems (FCS) is 
more elementary than the usual programming languages. Several papers and books 
already mentioned are also devoted to predicate transformers (various systems of 
notation are used); varieties of the operator WI’ are presented in [42]. Predicate 
transformers in the framework of transition systems are presented in [45]. 
The notion of formal concurrent system has been obtained, first, from the classical 
flowchart notation and, second, from the formalism of transition systems presented 
in [45]. There is a simple connection between FCS and the language UNITY intro- 
duced in [8]: an FCS system whose set of processes is empty is a syntactic variant 
of a UNITY program. (FCS systems admit finite computations whereas UNITY 
programs do not, but this is not an essential difference.) Furthermore, from the 
theoretical point of view, the introduction of labels and processes is not needed 
and FCS systems with processes are also easily translated into UNITY programs. 
Even from a more practical point of view, the concepts of process and labels are 
not mandatory, as demonstrated in [8], but labels are often more convenient than 
auxiliary variables in concurrent programming (see e.g. [35]). In our opinion, this 
is especially true in the framework of stepwise refinement, since labels and place 
predicates have a prominent role for sequential decomposition. As an illustration, 
one can try to rewrite some pairs (system, invariant) presented in Section 5 in a 
classical programming notation, e.g. the notation introduced in 1431. In most cases, 
this translation requires the introduction of adequate “program counters”. 
The notions of stepwise refinement and data r?fineftPen; ?“:~l”- ?xeived much 
attention in the area of sequential programming. Some relevant papers and books 
are [2, 17, 26, 39, 40, 411. In our opinion, the results obtained in the sequential 
framework should also be obtained in the concurrent framework. Important steps 
in this direction are [S], which shows that the stepwise refinement paradigm is 
especially helpful when concurrency is involved, and [3], which introduces a formal 
framework and a methodology for atomicity refinement. In the framework of 
asynchronous distributed systems, the notion of refinement has been introduced in 
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[38]; a general formalism is presented which allows to model a system at several 
levels of detail. A related approach, evoked in 1321, consists in proving a high-level 
version of a system, and then establishing that a lower-level version is a faithful 
implementation of it. The notion of state function, introduced in the same paper* 
allows to formalize the effect of sequential decomposition on the invariant. Let us 
also recall that many formal proofs of parallel algorithms have been obtained by 
variants of the stepwise refinement method [ 13, 19). 
The fixpoint technique for parallel program design and verification has been 
investigated by several authors. Notions of weakest and strongest invariants are 
introduced in [IO, 34,461, with several applications. Our approach follows [IO], 
which already suggested that constructing the program and its proof together can 
help to prevent “combinatorial explosion”. Another technique (not used in this 
paper) for speeding up the convergence of the approximation sequence is to use a 
“widening operator”, as defined in [12,14]. 
AIL mnaf of comtness 
We prove the partial correctness of (&,. I,,), where Y,, is system (14) and where 
II0 is the disjunction of the four assertions (13). We still use notation introduced 
in Section 5.5.3, with the following addition. In the sequel, 2’, 3’. #denote respectively 
assertions 2,3,4, except that the existential quantifications have been removed. A 
Hoare triple (P) t (Q} is vacuousl~~ me, or vacuous, if (P n cond( 7)) is identically 
false. 
In order to prove (1 v 2 v 3 v 4) TN0 (1 v 2 v 3 v4}, it is sufficient to prove the 
following set of formulas: 
(4) (2’)( 1: * 15) (21, 
(5) (2’) (0 r,p) (21, 
(6) (2’) (L -+ 1:) (2 v 31, 
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Triples 1,X Obvious. 
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Triple 2. The postcondition is 2’[ j/p]. 
Triples 4,s. Obvious when p Z j and vacuous when p = j. 
‘ririple 6. The postcondition is 2’ when p Z j; the triple is vacuous when p = j and 
u B f; the postcondition is 3’[z, & bJl, j, 1] when p = j and u = 1. 
Triples 7, IO, 11. Obvious when p rC t and vacuous when p E t. 
Triple 8. The triple is vacuous when p E t, since b E a:; the postcondition is 2’[ j/p] 
when p e t and p s 6, ; the postcondition is 4’[ j/p] when p e t and p > 6,. 
Triple 9. Obvious when p e t and vacuous when p = tv and u - 1 f 6”. 
When p = tv and u - I= &, with u > 1, the postcondition is: 
if to_, > b,+ 1, then 3’[6Jb,+ I]; 
if Zt.-, = 6” + 1, then 3’12,~ 61 t, - i, t’, b’], 
where t’= t,tz . . . tu-, and b’= 6,6*. . . b,_, . 
When p=t, and u - 1 = 6,, the postcondition is: 
if 6, + 1 c n, then 3’[ 6,/b, + 11; 
if b,+l =n, then 1. 
Triple 12. Obvious when p e t and p #j. The triple is vacuous when p = to and 
u-l#b,,andwhenp=jandu#l. 
Whenp=t,andu - I= b,, with t) > 1, the postcondition is: 
if tC_, > bf, + 1, then 4’[6J6*, + 11; 
if to-, =b,+l, then 4’[z,t,b/v-l,t’,b’], 
where t’= t,t,. . . to_, and b’= blb2.. .6”_,. 
When p=t, and u - 1= bI , the postcondition is: 
if j = 6, + 1, then 2’b/b, + 11; 
if j > 6, + 1, then 4’[6,/6, + 11. 
When p = j and u - I= 0, the postcondition is 3’[ 2, t, b/z + 1, j& 1 b]. 
A.2. Extension 
The purpose of this subsection is to show that the hi can be assigned to true in 
any order. This extension is modelled by replacing, for all i, the process 
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by the process 
where 9 is the powerset of (1,. . . , n). 
Similarly, for all i, the transition (1: -, I:) and the transition (li --+ 1;) are respectidy 
replaced by (IL -, IL) and (1: + 1;?), where U = (1,. . . , n) and where 8 is the empty 
set. 
Last, for all i, the set 
((lj_,, hj := me, li):jc U) 
is replaced by the set 
((l&t,,, hi := tme9 1L): E E 2,. jE U), 
where the elements of ,sei are the elements of .Y containing j. The set ol_ is no longer 
relevant and is replaced by or, defined as the set of ;s-tuples whose components 
are elements of a(4), V). 
The invariant is accordingly transformed into the disjunction of the four assertions 
listed below: 
2. 3j( art 1; A 5). 
3. 3(r~0)3(t~~:)3(6~0~)(~1l;Ah,~A 
4. 3(Z~0)3(t~0,)3(b~a~)(at~~Ah,lA 
The proof is adapted easily; for instance, let us check triple 9, that is 
(3’) (&\{u)r h” := true, &) (3 v I), 
where ME and EC U=(I,...,n}. 
Obvious when p& t and vacuous when p = t, and E\(u) # b. - 
When p = to and E\(u) = bo, with u > 1, the postcondition is: 
if t,_,e b,,v(u), then 3’[b,lb,u(u}]; 
if fu-, E 6, u {u), that is, 
if ~~._, = U, then 3’[ z,q 61 v - 1, t’, b’], 
where t’=t,t2...t,_, and b’=b,b2...b,,_,. 
When p = tl and E\( u} = b, , the postcondition is: 
if b,u(u}# U, then 3’[b,/b,v(u}]; 
if b,u(U}= U, then 1. 
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